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ABSTRACT

USING LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE ARTS
TO TEACH THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
TO FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS
By
Tara L. Affholter
June, 2001

Teachers who combine language arts with social studies are not only able to
teach content, but can also integrate literary elements and comprehension as well, while
using literature groups. Students who were taught using novels, with various writing
tasks to complete, lectures, and projects made great gains in social studies content,
reading writing and communication skills.
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Chapter One
Background of the Study

Introduction
The class is quiet as the teacher stands up in front of the
classroom. "Okay, boys and girls", says the teacher, "we
are done with our reading lesson. It is now time to take out
your social studies textbook.

We are going to begin

discussing the American Revolution. Please turn to page
263, so that we may begin ... "
Students may face the same situation as described above on a daily basis.
On the shelves of classrooms everywhere lie science textbooks, health textbooks,
social studies textbooks and a basal reading series. Teachers are expected to use
the different texts t<? teach the various subjects. It doesn't seem to matter if the
learning connects across the curriculum. Fortunately, "the 'real world' is not
fragmented into disciplines, and disciplines are not fragmented into facts and
subskills" (Stice, Bertrand, & Bertrand, 1995, p. 406).
Since the Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements
(E.A.L.R.s) have come into existence, teachers have been frustrated by the lack of
time allowed to effectively teach all academic areas. In order for teachers to
utilize their time effectively, it is essential for them to integrate the curriculum.
Proponents of integrated curriculum "believe schooling should be meaningful
and connected because life is meaningful and connected" (Moore, Moore,
Cunningham & Cunningham, 1998, p. 33). Integrating the curriculum will not
only allow more time for teachers to fit in all of the academic subjects, but it will
1

3

shown that students who are taught using literature-based instruction over those
of a more traditional approach, like a basal reading series, also develop an
appreciation for good books and an understanding that reading is a meaning
related activity (Eldredge & Butterfield, 1986; Rasinski & Delford, 1985).
This project includes a review of selected literature related to the
following topics: thematic units, integration of social studies into a language arts
curriculum, literature-based instruction, literature sets, comprehension
strategies, and an explanation of how to utilize this project in a fifth grade
classroom. This project is also geared toward fulfilling the Washington State
Essential Academic Learning Requirements in the areas of reading,
communicating, w.r iting and social studies.
Limitations
1. The theme developed in this project is based on a social studies theme
expected to be taught in an Ellensburg School District fifth grade classroom.
2. The researcher is only concerned, at this point, with integrating social studies
with language arts.
3. The novels chosen to teach each theme may not be ones that other districts
would utilize at this time.
4. This study will impact only one-fifth-grade classroom in the Ellensburg
School District. The researcher will share her findings with her co-workers.
5. The socioeconomic status of the students within Lincoln Elementary in the
Ellensburg School District will differ from other communities or school
districts.

4

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, terms are defined as follows:
1

Curriculum - a particular part of the program of studies of a school (Harris &
Hodges, 1995).

2

Integrated curriculum - a curricular organization intended to bring into close
relationship the concept, skills, and values of separately taught subjects to
make them mutually reinforcing (Harris & Hodges, 1995).

3

Thematic teaching - the organization of instruction around themes or topics,
instead of around subject areas such as mathematics or history (Harris &
Hodges, 1995).

4

Literature-based curriculum - a curriculum in which literacy materials,
usually trade books, are the dominant materials for instruction, especially in
the language arts (Harris & Hodges, 1995).

5

Literature circle - that part of a literature-based reading program in which
students meet to discuss books they are reading independently **Note: The
books discussed are usually sets of the same title, sets of different titles by
one author, or sets of titles with a common theme (Harris & Hodges, 1995).

6

Literature sets (text sets) - two or more texts that somehow relate (Harste,
Shorte & Burke, 1988).

7

Basal - a reading textbook that is designed for a specific grade level. It
usually contains material used to teach specific skills (Ekwall & Shanker,
1993).

5

8

Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements - common
targets (standards) that students and educators in the state of Washington
are accountable to achieve (OSPI, 2001).
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Introduction
The review of literature was divided into five main sections: thematic
units; literature-based instruction; integrating social studies and language arts;
literature sets; and comprehension strategies.
Thematic units show the reader how important it is for students to make
connections throughout their learning. Teaching using thematic units also allows
the students and teacher to study a topic more in depth. The studies on
literature-based instruction focus on the benefits that it has for students in the
classroom (Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999). It is important that the researcher
integrate social studies and the language arts curriculum for two reasons: the
amount of teaching time can be utilized more efficiently, and integrating
curriculum can allow students to see how different subject matters interrelate.
The integration of social studies and language arts would be especially useful so
that the teacher and students could go into depth in the study of various topics.
As a result, students would have the opportunity to gain a better understanding
of the history of our nation.
The use of literature sets allow students to study a topic from different
perspectives as well as see a time period from beginning to end. Finally,
comprehension strategies need to be taught explicitly (Fielding & Pearson, 1994;
Baumann, 1984; Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999) so that students will have a
repertoire to fall back on when they are reading and so that they will transfer the
learned strategies to other reading situations.
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Thematic Units
From the earliest days of school, students have been given separate facts
from an assortment of different places and disciplines. Early practices of
teaching reading allowed students to study themes in the basal and then jump to
other themes in social studies, science, math, and writing, with none of them
relating in any way. Leaming was compartmentalized, with no connections
happening through the day. Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde (1993) have a different
view as to how curriculum throughout the day should connect:
In Best Practice schools, teachers refuse to accept this randomness. They
believe that content does matter, and that for school to work it must make
sense to students-ideally, make sense all day long. Therefore, these
teachers identify a few big subjects of significance to children and then
build extended units around those topics (p. 141).
In thematic units based on social studies themes, some teachers use
biographies, historical fiction, poems, songs, etc ... to teach social studies
concepts. In fact, in a study conducted by Smith (1993), students who were
taught U.S. History using three novels as the core of the curriculum were able to
recall 60% more facts about U.S. History than other students who used a history
textbook as their core. In another study, students taught using trade books along
with activities showed significant gains in concept acquisition over the student
taught with the textbook and activities (Guzzetti, Kowalinski & McGowan, 1992).
McKinney and Jones (1993) concluded in their study on the effects of a children's
book and a traditional textbook on fifth-grade students' achievement and
attitudes toward social studies, that students might learn more history through
books because more content could be included in a book rather than a textbook.
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Traditionally, social studies has not been a favorite subject among students.
Teachers who use novels to teach social studies based on a theme have a chance
to change these attitudes. As stated earlier, the emotional involvement that
students feel towards characters and plots enable them to get "hooked" into the
learning. If the learning were to include information on the American
Revolution, students would most likely retain information learned because of the
story line on the subject. Thematic units are powerful tools to keep students'
interest and to help them connect learning.
Integrating Language Arts/Social Studies
As described earlier, teachers in the past have had to teach each content
area as separate entities. When content areas are taught separately, teachers find
there is a lack of time to do justice to any one topic/theme. As from the best
practices in teaching social studies, Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde (1993) suggest
that "along with more time and details on a topic, in-depth study means going
beyond the learning of information to consider some of the hard but meaningful
questions brought up by just about any study of human social existence" (p. 124).
Ar(i:h-depth study in social studies could include looking at a topic from
various perspectives. According to Tunnell and Ammon (1996), one of the
problems of using social studies textbooks is that history is shown from a single
'

perspective. They also conclude that teaching students to recognize that an
historical event can be seen from a variety of different perspectives is
"fundamental to good history teaching" (p. 212) .. In a third study done by
Smith (1993) seven fifth-grade teachers participated in an experiment comparing
the teaching of social studies content using literature books or social studies
textbooks. Three teachers chose to teach social studies and reading as separate
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subjects, allotting minutes for both. The other four teachers chose to integrate
social studies and reading, using novels as a "core" to the district's curriculum.
The novels chosen dealt with U.S. history. The results of the data suggest that
the students whose teachers used novels to integrate social studies and reading
learned more details of history, main ideas and overall amount of historical
information than did the students taught using only the textbook.
Students who are taught with an integrated curriculum have
opportunities to build their language competencies through writing, reading,
listening and talking about whanhey are investigating (Moore, Moore,
Cunningham & Cunningham, 1998). Students who are able to write about what
they learn are given opportunities for concepts to solidify in their brain.
Teachers who integrate curriculum are aware of the need to connect new
knowledge to prior knowledge so that new learning can take place (Robeck &
Wallace, 1990). For this reason, integration is a powerful tool that teachers can
use to enhance and increase student's learning.
Literature-based Instruction
Literature-based instruction involves the use of trade books as the
dominant materials for instruction (Harris & Hodges, 1995). Teachers have made
a conscious choice to use trade books for, at the very least, a supplement to a core
reading program.
In a study done by VanSledright and Kelly (1996), students reported that
they enjoyed using alternativ~ texts as opposed to the traditional hardcover
textbooks to learn social studies concepts. In another study done by Guzzetti,
Kowalinski and McGowan (1992), two sixth-grade classrooms were taught a unit
on China. One classroom implemented a literature-based approach using only
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children's literature to teach the various concepts while the other class utilized
only a textbook with textbook-based instruction to deliver the concepts. By the
end of the study, it appeared to the researchers that students could acquire more
concepts, along with a greater understanding of those concepts, through the
literature-based instruction as opposed to the textbook-based instruction. In the
last section, the experiment that Smith (1993) conducted also supports a
literature-based approach. By using novels to teach social studies and reading,
Smith showed that students taught using the novels were able to recall more
information than the students taught using only the history textbook.
Each year there are quality children's literature books that are published.
Many fit in with the various topics/themes that are taught within a classroom.
Studies have shown that when students are taught using trade books, their
attitude toward reading improves greatly (McKinney & Jones, 1993; Smith, 1993;
Eldredge & Butterfield, 1986; Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989; Bottomley,.Henk, Marinak
& Truscott, 1999; and Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999). When students are

allowed to read good literature, they become emotionally involved with the
characters or the story plot. This emotional connection forms a base on which
the student can get their interest piqued. Teachers can then capitalize on this
interest to "hook" students into the reading process. Based upon those findings,
it seems reasonable that if students were able to choose the books they wished to
read, they would have a personal interest in the reading (Fuhler, 1990) and their
motivation would increase. In fact, Eldredge and Butterfield (1986) found in a
year-long study that using children's literature in the classroom to teach children
to read had a positive effect on both students' attitudes and achievement toward
reading. In their study, Eldredge and Butterfield felt that the achievement and
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attitude that was gained was much more significant using children's literature to
teach reading rather than traditional methods, such as basals.
Many proponents of literature-based instruction have particular
components in their programs that are similar throughout. These include: use of
natural text, reading aloud, sustained silent r~ading, and self-selection of reading
materials (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989; Palardy, 1997; Eldredge & Butterfield, 1986;
Baumann & Ivey, 1997; Hiebert & Colt, 1989; Fuhler, 1990; and Zarillo, 1989).
Hoskisson (1979) believes "children construct the grammar of language in which
they are immersed. The same should be of children when they learn to read."
This premise leads the reader to conclude that children use natural language to
speak and natural text to read. By using natural text, students begin to
understand how stories are put together and how different authors create
settings, characterizations, and plots (Routman, 1988). In addition, when the
characters they meet through the books had traits similar to themselves it made
the students feel like an accepted part of the human race (Routman, 1988).
Reading aloud to students is a part of many teachers' reading programs.
It provides teachers a great opportunity to share books that have a variety of text
forms in them. When students are read aloud to, they build a repertoire of many
new words into their listening vocabulary (Elley, 1989). Through the two
experiments that Elley (1989) conducted, oral story reading was shown to
significantly raise vocabulary acquisition in elementary students. The listening
vocabulary enables students to pull the vocabulary words, and their meanings
out, when needed, as they come across unknown words (Cohen, 1968). There are
also great opportunities for teachers to model reading during this time (Tunnell
& Jacobs, 1989). Reading aloud to students is an excellent opportunity for
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teaching skills that students need using texts without contrived language.
Ultimately, during th~ read aloud, students can be immersed in language, which
is key to their growth as a reader (Hoskisson, 1979). This special time is also
when the teacher and students share and learn to develop an appreciation for
good literature. Finally, by being given whole written language stories, and not
just bits and pieces, they have the environment needed to make sense out of
written language (Hoskisson, 1979).
Sustained-silent reading is another important component of literaturebased instruction (Palardy, 1997; Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). It is a time during the
day when students may read, usually self-selected material, for a time without
interruption. During this time, students are allowed to practice their newly
learned skills as they read new books, reread favorite books or listen to books on
audio tapes (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). As one of the best practices in reading,
Daniels, Hyde & Zemelman (1993) recommend that reading is the best practice
for learning to read. For young children that might include "quiet" reading
where they whisper read their books. For older children than would most likely
mean an opportunity for silent reading. One goal of reading education is to
create lifelong readers. In order for this to occur, students need to have
numerous chances to participate in "authentic reading" situations within a
classroom environment (Hiebert & Colt, 1989).
Finally, student self-selection of reading material is also an integral part of
a literature-based program (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). Students who are allowed
to choose what they desire to read seem to develop a more positive attitude
toward reading (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989; Bottomley, Henk, Marinak, Melnick &
Truscott, 1999; Parlardy, 1997; Eldredge & Butterfield, 1986; and Cohen, 1968).
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Fuhler (1990) insists that students' ability to self-select books "instills a love of
literature" because they end up having a personal interest in both their reading
achievement and recreational reading. Choosing their own books allows
students' affective domain to be touched, which, in turn fulfills a need for them
to have a connection with someone (most likely one of the characters of the
story).
According to Smith (1993), many advocates of literature-based instruction
have expressed concern that teachers may basalize the literary works to teach
reading concepts and skills. Smith counteracts this concern with one of his own.
He feels that we would do a disservice to students if we were to ignore the rich
store of themes, characters, plots, settings and content that are contained within
novels.
Literature (text) Sets
Literature sets are two or more texts that somehow relate. Using literature
sets allows students to discuss and find meaning in certain concepts or ideas
(Harste, Short & Burke, 1988).
Using different texts enables students to see various perspectives,
especially when discussing a social studies theme. As stated earlier, one .
drawback to using only the classroom textbook to teach social studies is that
usually only one perspective is heard (Tunnell & Ammon, 1996). Using literature
sets, in addition to a classroom textbook, to teach social studies would provide
the students with many different perspectives in any given situation.
Many times when literature sets are used, students have the opportunity
to get together to discuss their reading. The literature sets are used in literature
circles. Literature circles give students the chance to talk with one another in
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groups, which helps them to search out answers for themselves in their reading.
Whang, Cade, Gamil, Lubandina, and Phommachanh (1991) said that literature
circles give the "opportunity to read about, discuss, and gain a better
understanding of some key issues that affect us all" (pg. 200).
Comprehension Strategies
Comprehension is a critical part of the reading process. It is
comprehension that enables a student to learn from and enjoy a book. In the
past, it was assumed that comprehension automatically came during and/ or
after reading. It was not until the 1920s that there became a focus for the skill of
comprehension (Pearson & Dole, 1987). Comprehension takes practice and can
be taught using direct instruction focused on vocabulary and concept growth
(Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998).
In a year long study involving fifth grade students, Baumann, Hooten and
White (1999, p.38) found that "comprehension strategies introduced with
literature can give students a greater understanding of what they read".
Through their study, they found an effective balance to teach comprehension. It
was a 20:80 ratio. They found that if 20% of the reading time was spent on
strategy instruction, and 80% of the time students did the following: read,
discuss, analyze, respond to and enjoy, students not only learned strategies, they
also retained the knowledge and transferred that knowledge to other reading
situations. Fielding and Pearson (1994) reiterated the fact that students need
enough time to be actively engaged in the text because they need time to use the
skill and strategies. Also, through reading, students gain new knowledge. The
more students know, the more they learn.
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To aid in comprehension, it is also extremely important for teachers to
connect new knowledge to background (or old) knowledge (Snow, Bums, &
Griffin, 1998; Robeck & Wallace, 1990). This connection makes it possible for the
new learning to become a part of the short term memory, and hopefully, through
practice, long term memory as well (Robeck & Wallace, 1990).
Using students' writing is an effective way to increase comprehension
(Padak, Rasinski, & Logan, 1992). It can help students understand what they are
reading and make connections in their learning. Through reading journals,
projects and assignments, students can achieve greater comprehension
(Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999). Students will show, through their writing,
what they know and what they are learning. A teacher will also be able to see if
a student is transferring their learning to other situations.
Along with comprehension strategies, there are basic skills to be taught
that are said to aid in comprehension. A few of these skills include:
summarizing, retelling, predicting, verifying and questioning (Baumann, Hooten
& White, 1999). Furthermore, Baumann (1984) has stated that the ability to

summarize is important because students need to have the ability to see a large
text, and discriminate important information from less important information.
In his study, Baumann (1984) found results that strongly suggest that teachers
should use direct instruction for teaching the main idea, rather than use a basal
approach to teaching main idea. The ability to summarize will also help a
student in finding the main idea of a text.
There are two techniques that the researcher has found to be an
appropriate way to teach comprehension. The first is called direct explicit
instruction. Pearson and Dole (1987) explain th~t this type of model has four
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phases: 1). A teacher explanation and modeling of the strategy, 2). A guided
practice, where teacher/ students work on the strategy together during which the
teacher lessens his/her responsibility while giving the students more
responsibility, 3). Independent practice with feedback from the teacher, and 4).
Application of the strategy in other reading situations.
The second technique is called reciprocal teaching (Pearson & Dole, 1987;
Taylor & Frye, 1992; Fielding & Pearson, 1994). In this model, students take
turns being the leader (teacher) to initiate discussions that involve predicting,
summarizing, asking questions about what was read, and clearing up any
confusions about the material read. Moreover, in a study completed by Taylor
and Frye (1992), reciprocal teaching proved to be a successful technique in
improving the comprehension ability of fifth and sixth-grade students who were
trying to understand content area textbook material. In the same study, students
also enjoyed the opportunity to act as the teacher.
Summary
In conclusion, it is very apparent as to why a teacher would choose to use
literature sets to help integrate social studies/language arts, using literaturebased instruction, in a classroom where the teacher believes in the teaching of
comprehension strategies. Research studies have shown that students like being
instructed in this manner and they see the connections between learning through
reading, writing, speaking and listening.
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Chapter 3
Introduction
This chapter includes a description of how the language arts/social
studies curriculum using literature sets as a foundation of students learning was
developed.
The purpose of this project was to create an integrated curriculum to save time
and help students connect learning. By using literature in social studies to teach
concepts, students can make up to 60% more growth in learning history (Smith,
1993).

As the researcher developed the curriculum, she was conscientious of the
fact that she needed to find literature books that held facts about the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War. Also, the books chosen to use in the literature
groups and as read alouds needed to have good story lines that could be used to
teach literary elements. Good stories would pull students into the characters'
lives. The student's personal interest in the characters and plots would enable
them to connect with the stories, which could increase the motivation they'd
have to complete the story and learn the concepts that were being taught (Fuhler,
1990).

Methodology
The theme chosen for this study was based on content concepts to be
taught by fifth grade teachers in the Ellensburg School District. The theme
included was the American Revolution. The district concept goals, Washington
State Essential Academic Learning Requirements, activities and novels were
brought together to form a handbook that would satisfy both the district and
state goals in the areas of reading, writing, communicating and social studies.
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The researcher used three different sets of novels, based on the social
studies theme, to teach thematic concepts, content concepts and literary concepts.
The researcher went through ea.ch novel to find reading tasks that could be
assigned to each chapter. Discussion questions and enrichment activities were
developed so that the students would expand their knowledge. It was
important that the researcher develop strategies to make sure that the students
had the required background needed to understand the content. Finally, the
researcher created multiple ways that the students could discuss the text that
was read. The variety of ways became an important part of the learning process
for students. The novel became the "core" of the curriculum, along with the
novels that the researcher chose to read aloud. The literature novels, read aloud
novels, lecture, reading tasks, activities, and projects were brought together to
allow students to discuss, inquire, cooperate, and learn about the American
Revolution.
Along with the "core" of the curriculum, other novels, textbooks and films
· were brought in to help foster students to be young historians who could view
history from more than one perspective. Using other novels allowed the
students to have an opportunity to choose other books that they were interested
in, based on the same topic/ theme. The result of this additional reading was a
clarification of the many sides of war and history. The purpose was to create,
and allow time for, discussion. Vygotsky (1962) helped us understand that
learning begins with social interaction. Through these social interactions, the
social processes become internalized and determine our thinking processes.
Through conversations with peers and an exchange of meanings, we start to
explain things (concepts) to ourselves and clarify our thinking (Vygotsky, 1962).
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This gave students time to share about the plots and characters of their selfchosen books, as well as compare the selected novel that the teacher had read in
class with the others that they were reading. Again, this fostered the idea of
more than one perspective.
The researcher created a series of plans that combined the Essential
Academic Learning Requirements and the district social studies themes. While
planning, the researcher used the reading frameworks arid the Essential
Academic Learning Requirements (E.A.L.R.s) as a guide while creating the plans.
Much thought was given to each novel and the possible "teachable" concepts it
contained. Each "core" novel was read and studied to best fit the various
teachings that would accompany the book.
Conclusion
It is our job as educators to teach students about the history of the United
States. In the past this has consisted of timelines and facts to be memorized,
many times for the test, only to be lost later. The real emphasis of social studies
content should be on the understanding of the overall concepts of these great
historical time periods. By using literature-based instruction, students will have
an opportunity to get to know what life/war was like in those time periods.
Through the novels, discussions, and extension activities, students will find that
the learning will be more fun, interesting, meaningful and challenging.
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Chapter 4
Summary
The handbook created will be useful to fifth-grade teachers in the
Ellensburg School District, as well as other teachers who currently teach the
American Revolution/Revolutionary War time period. The literature books
used could be changed to accommodate the various novels pertaining to the era
of the American Revolution within other teacher's classrooms.
The researcher found support within the literature to use thematic units
and integrate social studies and language arts. Thematic units allow a teacher to
combine the learning of different subject matter and put it into a "real world"
context. In other words, learning from the real world is not departmentalized,
and neither should be the curriculum in school (Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde
(1993). Using thematic units and integration also allows a teacher to do a more
in-depth study.
The use of trade books and literature sets enabled students to read about
different perspectives. The learning of the different perspectives allowed
students to see the many sides of history. It was shown to be important because,
in history, there are always at least two sides to a story (Tunnell & Ammon,
1996). Proponents of literature-based instruction believe that students' attitudes
toward reading improve (McKinney & Jones, 1993; Smith, 1993; Eldredge &
Butterfield, 1986; Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989; Bottomley, Henk, Marinak & Truscott,
1999; and Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999). The good attitudes the students
have will allow them to become more connected with the texts, learning more of
the historical concepts taught.
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Through the read alouds and lectures, "the researcher felt that it was
important to ask probing questions so that the students would predict and
confirm, retell, summarize, compare and contrast characters. All of these skills
improve comprehension (Baumann, Hooten & White, 1999), which was another
focus of this project.
On the basis of the literature found while researching, the researcher
believes that the social studies textbook should not be the only resource used
when teaching history. In the future, there will most likely be even more
research supporting the claims of the positive effects of literature-based
instruction as well as the integration of social studies and language arts.
The following handout is a complete pullout resource for a teacher to use
to teach the American Revolution/Revolutionary War. It takes a teacher from .
day one to day twenty-seven. All aspects of teaching discussed in the review of
literature are interwoven in the teaching plans.

.evo utionary a
Handbook
by: Tara L. Affholter

A Handbook Using Literature and Language Arts
to Teach the American Revolution to
Fifth Grade Students

Introduction

History is the mainstay of our country's heritage. Students should
know how we came to be a free, democratic society. Many times in the past,
students have been taught the many historical facts from a textbook only to
forget them later, "after the test." The object of this project is to provide
opportunities for students to learn the facts as well as the
feelings/frustrations that the people felt at that historical time. Combining
literature groups, lecture, read alouds and projects will enable students to
gain a clearer picture of what happened during the time of the American
Revolution.
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Background
Literature Strand:
Students will have the opportunity to choose the literature novel, out
of a choice of three, that they would like to read. Each day, students will be
required to read chapters in their novel, independently or with a partner
(depending on how many copies of each novel the teacher has). After
reading, each student will be expected to write a comment or question about
what was read that day (see Literature Log in the Appendix). After that,
each student will complete a generic task, which will pertain to all groups.
The task is a written one that will be completed on their writing task sheet
(see Appendix). The tasks will be graded by a rubric '(see Appendix), which
will enable the teacher to score each question, based on a point value,
quickly. At the end of each week, the students will fill out the last question
on the reading task sheet as to what they have learned or new insight that
they have gained, based on their reading, read aloud or lecture, pertaining to
the American Revolution.
The novels chosen for this unit were based on the fact that they all
contain a plot and characters centered on the era of the American
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War Comes to Willy Freeman (1983), by James Lincoln Collier and
Christopher Collier, is about a young girl, Willy, who is forced to act like a
boy in order to find her mother who has been taken by the British. She is
looking for her mother while trying to get over the fact that she witnessed
the death of her father. She faces many hardships, finding both enemies
and friends throughout the story.
The read aloud novels are read daily. Depending on the length of the
chapters, the researcher read approximately two chapters daily, or 20-25
minutes, with discussion time throughout. The two shorter novels by Jean
Fritz were read in four days, each book taking only two days each. The read
aloud novels were read in the order they appear.
Lecture Strand:
The teacher will lecture 5-10 minutes prior to literature groups, at
least two mornings a week. This lecture time will be an attempt to bring
together facts gained through reading. It is also a time to introduce, and
give background knowledge of different situations that happened during the
time of the American Revolution. During the lecture time, the teacher may
choose to write down pertinent facts so that students can keep track of the
concepts that they are expected to remember. Prior to each new lecture
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time, the researcher has found it to be effective if students are allowed to
share what they learned the previous lecture time. This helps to assist new
learning to connect to old learning so that the concepts shift into their longterm memory.
Projects:
The students were given different projects. During the projects,
students had to meet certain requirements including writing a bibliography
with five sources, a presentation and a three-dimensional visual. The
projects required more time and involved less group members than the
literature groups. Each project forced the students to cooperate and
present in front of others. The grading of the projects will be shown later.
The following two pages show the twenty-seven American Revolution
lessons on a chart that should assist the teacher when planning. Each day
shows the activities, using brief words or initials. For example the novels
groups are listed to show the chapters that the students are to read, along
with a brief description of the task expected of them. Early Thunder is
shown as "ET", Sarah Bishop as "SB" and Riddle of Penncroft Farm as "R". It
is meant to aid the teacher, without the long details that the project's day
plans have.
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Lessons At-a-Glance
Dav 1
*KWL chart
*Peruse
books for
questions

Dav 2
*Book talk (3
novels)
*students
choose novels
*Intro Am.
Rev.
ET-1
SB-1,2,3
R-1
Task: Write
summary.

Dav 3
*Group
discussion
ET-2
SB-4,5,6
R-2
Task:
Prediction
about
character.

Dav4
*Group
discussion
*Lecture:
Boston
Massacre
ET-3
SB-7,8
R-3
Task:
Describe
main
character.

Dav 6
*Group
discussion
*Lecture:
Boston Tea
Party
ET-5
SB-11
R-5
Task: Write
about how
Am. Rev. is
affecting
your
character.
Justify.

Dav?
*Video:
Johnny
Tremain

Dav 8
*Group
discussion
*Panel
discussion:
British vs.
Patriots

Dav 9
*Group
discussion
ET-6
SB-12,13
R-6
Task: Draw
picture of
your novel's
problem.
Write
problem of
Am. Rev. on
back.

Dav 5
*Group
discussion
*Venn
diagram
ET-4
SB-9,10
R-4
Task:
Compare/ Con
trast main
character in
novel and
read aloud.
*Write about
something
newly
learned.
Dav 10
*Group
discussion
ET-7
SB-14,15
R-7
Task: How is
your main
character
handling Am.
Rev. Justify.
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Day 11
*Group
discussion
ET-8,9
SB-16,17
R-8 9
Task: Make a
diary entry
as if you are
the main
character.

Day 12
*Group
discussion
ET-10
SB-18, 19
R-10
Task: Find
places events
took place.
Draw a map.

Day 16
*Group
discussion
ET-14 (finish)
SB-26,27,28
R-14
Task: Locate
a paragraph
where the
author has
used imagery.
Write it
down and
explain what
picture it
brings to
mind.

Day 17
*Group
discussion
*Begin life
maps (novels
are done)
· *Lecture:
Battle at
Trenton,
Saratoga and
the winter at
Valley Forge
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Day 13
*Group
discussion
ET-11
SB-20,21
R-11
Task: Record
five
questions you
would ask
your main
character in
an interview.

Day 18
*Life maps
(continued)

Day 14
*Group
discussion
*Lecture:
Battle at
Bunker Hill
ET-12
SB-22.23
R-12
Task: Answer
three of the
interview
question of
someone in
your qroup.
Day 19
*Life maps
(finish and
present)
*Lecture:
Battle at
Yorktown

Day 15
*Group
discussion
*Lecture:
Dec. of Ind.
ET-13
SB-24,25
R-13
Task: Explain
some conflict
that is
happening to
your
character.
Day 20
*American
Revolution
ABC book
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Day 21
*Begin
projects
*Pick topic
*Explain
expectations

Day 22
*Work on
projects

Day 26
*American
Revolution/
Revolutionary
War test

Day 27
*Complete
KWL chart
*Watch video
"Revolution"
*Compare/
contrast with
Johnny
Tremain.

Day 23
*Work on
projects

Day 24
*Work on
projects

Day 25
*Presentations
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Essential Academic Learning Requirements
Reading
1.

The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to
read.

To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 use word recognition and word meaning skills to read and comprehend
text
1.2 build vocabulary through reading
1.3 read fluently, adjusting for purpose and material
1.4 understand elements of literature - fiction
2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 comprehend important ideas and details
2.2 expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas
2.3 think critically and analyze authors' use of language, style, purpose and
perspective
3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
To meet this standard, the student will:
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3.1 read to learn new information
3.2 read to perform a task
3.3 read for literary experience
4. The students sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 develop interests and share reading experiences
Writing
1. The student writes clearly and effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 develop concept and design
1.2 use style appropriate to the audience and purpose
1.3 apply writing conventions
2. The student writes in a variety of forms for different audiences and
purposes.
2.1 write for different audiences
2.2 write for different purposes
2.3 write in a variety of forms
3. The student understands and uses the steps of the writing process.
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To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 prewrite
3.2 draft
3.3 revise
3.4 edit
3.5 publish
4. The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of written work.
To meet this standard, the students will:
4.1 assess own strengths and needs for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback
Communication
1. The student uses listening and observation skills to gain understanding.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 focus attention
1.2 listen and observe to gain and interpret information
1.3 check for understanding by asking questions and paraphrasing
2. The student communicates ideas clearly and effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 communicate clearly to a range of audiences for different purposes
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2.2 develop content and ideas
2.3 use effective delivery
2.4 use effective language and style
2.5 effectively use action, sound, and/or images to support presentations
3. The student uses communication strategies and skills to work effectively
with others.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 use language to interact effectively and responsibly with others
3.2 work cooperatively as a member of a group
3.3 seek agreement and solutions through discussions
4. The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of format and
informal communication.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback
4.3 analyze mass communication
Social Studies: History
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1. The student examines and understands major ideas, eras, themes,
developments, turning points, chronology, and cause-and-effect relationships
in U.S., world, and Washington State History.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 understand historical time, chronology, and causation
1.2 analyze the historical development of events, people, places, and
patterns of life in U.S., world, and Washington State history
2. The student applies the methods of social science investigation to
investigate, compare and contrast interpretations of historical events.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 investigate and research
2.2 analyze historical information
2.3 synthesize information and reflect of findings
3. The student understands the origin and impact of ideas and technological
developments on history and social change.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 explain the origin and impact of an idea on society
3.3 understand how ideas and technological developments influence people,
resources, and culture
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Social Studies: Geography
1. The student uses maps, charts, and other geographic tools to understand
the spatial arrangement of people, places, resources, and environments of
Earth's surface.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 use and construct maps, charts, and other resources
3. The student observes and analyzes the interaction between people, the
environment, and culture.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 identify and examine people's interaction with and impact of the
environment
Social Studies: Civics
1. The student understands and can explain the core values and principles of
the U.S. democracy as set forth in foundational documents, including the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 understand and interpret the major ideas of foundational documents
1.2 examine key ideals of U.S. democracy
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Day One
Objective: Students will brainstorm what they know and would like to
learn about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War on a KWL chart.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

2.2

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3
The teacher will have prepared a large piece of butcher paper, divided

into three columns. At the top of the first column write K(KNOW). At the
top of the second column write W(WANT to know). Finally, at the top of the
third column write L(LEARNED). The last column will be filled out as a
culmination of the entire project. The teacher will ask the students to tell
what they know about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War. The
teacher will then record all ideas that the students give under the "K"
column, even if the teacher knows that they are false.
Next, the teacher will ask the students to discuss, in small groups,
some facts that they would like to learn about the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War. In the small groups, they can record their
ideas on one piece of scrap paper. Set a timer for five minutes. When the
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timer goes off, get the students' attention. Ask each group for an idea to
write down in the "W" column. Record ideas until there are no more.
The teacher will then hand out one of the following books to each
table: If you lived at the time of the American Revolution by Kay Moore.
Have the groups peruse the materials for approximately 10-15 minutes. At
the appropriate time, have groups share facts about the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War that they learned from looking through the
book.
At this point, it would behoove the teacher to explain expectations of
students during this learning process. Tell the students that they will need
to choose a novel in which to read and discuss with other members of their
groups. Explain that they will have a choice of three different novels, and
that they should pick one that seems to interest them. Also, let the
students know that they will be required to keep a log of questions or
thoughts about each chapter they read along with the requirement of
completing a written task daily. Both of the preceding requirements will
need students to focus on the meaning of the text that they choose to read.
End the session by sharing with the students that they will be allowing to
pick the novel of their choice on the following day.
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Day Two
Objective 1: Students will choose the literature book that they would like to
read about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War.
Objective 2: Students will listen to a brief description, by the teacher, as to
why the American Revolution began.
Objective 3: Students will write a brief summary of the chapter(s) they
have read.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

2.2, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3

1.1, 2.3

2.2, 3.1, 3.2
The teacher will ask the following question: Is it important for people
(teachers, principals, parents and friends) to be fair? Let this question lead
the class into a discussion of what is fair, and why it is important to be
treated fairly. Follow this discussion with a talk about how the colonists had
worked hard to build their cities and how they felt it unfair that the British
government (or more specifically, King George III) was raising taxes on
goods. Share with the students that some colonists were also frustrated
because England ruled over them, and they were a part of England, and yet
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had no say in the government (taxation without representation). Finally,
during the latter part of the talk, share why King George III raised taxes.
He had sunk much money into the French/Indian war, and figured since he
was helping Americans, they could offset some of the war cost through
higher taxes.
As stated earlier, the researcher helped students to pick out facts to
include on their note sheets. The phrases were written on the overhead
during each lecture time, so the students could add to them during each
lecture time.
Next, show the students the three novels. Again, they included Early
Thunder, Sarah Bishop and Riddle of Penncroft Farm. Do a "book talk" on
each novel. In other words, introduce each book by the characters and some
of the storyline. Allow the books to be circulated around the room for a few
minutes. Have students choose the novel they would like to read. If too
many students' choices were heading toward one novel, I steered others
toward the remaining two.
Hand out the literature log and reading task sheet to each student.
Explain to the students that after they read their assigned chapter(s), they
are to write a question or thought on their literature log sheet, along with
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the date. For an example, see Appendix. Here are the assignments for the
day:
Early Thunder read chapter one
Sarah Bishop read chapters one, two and three
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter one
Task: Write a brief summary of the chapter(s).
On the task sheet, the students are to write the date, the chapter(s)
to be read and the task. All tasks should be written in complete sentences.
Remind students to write a question or comment about the chapter(s) they
read for the day in their literature log.
Day Three
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will predict what will happen to their character next
in their novel.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.2,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.3, 3.1,

4.2

3.2, 3.3

History

1.2,

2.3
2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.3

First, the teacher will share with the students the tasks for the day:
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter two
Sarah Bishop read chapters four, five and six
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter two
Task: What do you think will happen to your character next, and why?
After the tasks are shared with the students, the teacher will explain
behavior expectations in literature groups. For example, when someone is
sharing their ideas, all others must keep quiet and listen. Also, all people
must share their ideas. If others want to discuss an idea or question, they
may in a polite manner. All opinions should be respected. At this point, the
teacher may assign specific tasks to individuals (facilitator, timekeeper,
etc ... ). This researcher chose a new leader each meeting time.
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Each group had an opportunity to meet in the hall. The students were
to sit in a close circle so that all persons could be heard. Sharing time was
to be no more than 15-20 minutes each session. After sharing, the students
were to get right to the reading of their chapter(s) and the completion of
their tasks.
Day Four
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will understand and gain knowledge of the Boston
Massacre.
Objective 3: Students will use clues from the author's writing to determine
characteristics of the main character in their book.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.3, 2.2, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 2.2,

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3,

2.3

3.3

4.2

The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day:
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Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter three
Sarah Bishop read chapters seven and eight
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter three
Task: Describe your main character using phrases and adjectives. Justify
your answer.
Prior to students getting into their literature groups, have them list
adjectives describing a previous character that they have read about in a
previous read aloud. Write the characteristics and/or adjectives on the
white board. Ask them how they know the character has that particular
trait or that particular adjective describes them. Ask: What has the author
written that explains that the character is ____? Their justification will
help them to finish their task for the day. Explain to the students that they
are going to do the same activity with their novel.
Next, have the students take out their notes from the previous
lecture. Have them retell about the colonists' frustration with the high
taxes and non-representation at parliament. It was March 5, 1770 that a
group of boys teased a British guard in front of the Customs House. The
Customs House was where the gold from the taxes was stored. Other boys
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joined in the "fun", hurling both snowballs and insults. The guard called for
help and some Redcoats ran to assist him. A riot began. A British musket
went off and shots were fired both above and into the crowd. When all was
said and done five colonists were dead and many more wounded. One of the
people who died was Crispus Attucks. Attucks was the first black hero to
die in the American Revolution. Even though it was a riot, led by young boys,
Samuel Adams, a patriot leader, called it a "massacre" to insight people to
the patriot side.
After the lecture, have students gather into their literature groups,
sharing questions and comments about the previously read chapter(s).
Students should then proceed onto their writing task, remembering to
justify their answers.
Day Five
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will compare/contrast the main character in the
literature novel they are reading and the main character in the read aloud
book, Freedom's Fire, using a Venn diagram.
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Objective 3: Students will write about one event or fact they learned this
week about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.2, 2.2, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2,

2.2

2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2,

3.2, 3.3, 4.2

4.3
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter four
Sarah Bishop read chapters nine and ten
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter four
Task: Compare/contrast Thomas, from Freedom's Fire, with the main
character from the novel you are reading. Please include three ideas in both
outer circles and three in the inner circle also. See Appendix for an example
of the Venn diagram.
At this point, the students will need to complete one last task on their
reading task sheet. This task asks students to share a new insight they have
gained during the week about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War
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during their reading, the read aloud, or lecture. When completed with the
days' tasks, students will hand in their reading task sheet and literature log.
The teacher will then grade each task using a two-point rubric (see
Appendix).
Day Six
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will justify as to how the revolution is affecting the
main character in their novel.
Objective 3: Students will learn about the Boston Tea Party through a
lecture by the teacher.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 2.2, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2,

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

2.3, 3.1, 3.2

2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter five
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Sarah Bishop read chapter eleven
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter five
Task: Write how the revolution is affecting your main character. Justify
your answer.
Before you begin your lecture on the Boston Tea Party, have the
students take out their notes and retell what they know about the Boston
Massacre. Call on several individuals to give you bits and pieces of the story
and then you retell it in the correct order. Next, reiterate the frustration
that the colonists had about the high taxes. They were especially
frustrated by the high tea tax. Many colonists drank tea. It was somewhat
similar to the way people drink coffee daily today. The colonists rebelled
and chose to either grow their own tea or buy it (smuggled) from the
Netherlands. In 1773 the British passed the Tea Act to lower the price of
the tea so that it would be affordable. This was done to appease the
colonists. Patriot Samuel Adams gathered hundreds of American citizens at
the Old South Church in Boston to come up with ideas of what should be
done with the latest shipment of tea which had just sailed in on a ship called
the Dartmouth. The colonists wanted the tea sent back to England, but
Governor Hutchinson chose not to, so a plan was made. Fifty colonists
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dressed up as Mowhawk Indians and boarded the ship loaded with the tea.
The "Indians" removed all the casks containing the tea and hurled them into
the harbor. There was so much tea thrown into Boston Harbor that the
water took on a brownish color. The men cleaned the ship so that it was as
clean as when they first boarded, minus the tea. After this, King George
III was furious. The act of the patriots cost him a lot of money. He told
the colonists that they would have to pay for the tea. They didn't, so King
George III closed down the harbor so that the colonists could not get the
goods that they needed.
When done with the lecture, the teacher should invite students'
questions and comments. Ask leading questions like: Can you sympathize with
the colonist's frustrations? On the other hand, can you see how angry the
loss of all that money would make the king? At this point, share with the
students that every crate would in this day and age be worth $2,000,000.
That realization makes it a little easier to understand the point of the king.
Have students get into their literature groups to discuss their
comments and questions. When they have all shared what they had written
in their literature log, have them read their assigned chapter(s) and
complete their written task. For their reading task, the students will need
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to draw a Venn diagram on the day's task sheet. As a class, go back and
review characteristics about Thomas, one of the main characters in Early
Thunder. The main character in the books that each student is reading will
go in the other circle (see Appendix). Have students write a 1, 2, and 3
inside each circle and the connection part of both circles. They need to fill
up each number with a phrase or characteristic about each character.
Day Seven
Objective 1: Students will watch the video "Walt Disney's Johnny Tremain"
and discuss the events from the movies as compared to the events the class
has learned.

Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3
The film is about a young boy, Johnny Tremain, who works for a
silversmith. He ends up doing some spy work for Paul Revere, a famous
patriot and silversmith during the time of the American Revolution. The
video also shows a little of the Boston Tea Party and the first Revolutionary
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War battle (battle at Lexington/Concord). The unfortunate part of this
movie is the acting. The plot is good, but the battle scenes are unbelievable.
Fortunately this film will affirm some of the facts learned about the Boston
Tea Party and will give them a little background knowledge of the battle at
Lexington/Concord. It also gives the students some background on Paul
Revere.
When the film is over, allow time for discussion. Focus in on a
comparison of real versus Walt Disney's "version" of war. Also, seek opinions
and justifications from students as to how accurately they feel the events
were portrayed.
Day Eight
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts, questions, or
both that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will, through a panel discussion, see both the British
and colonist side of the Boston Massacre.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.1,
3.2, 3.3, 4.2, 4.3
Ahead of time, set up a long table in the front or back of the room
with four chairs behind it. Ask four trustworthy students to be the
panelists. Two need to be on the side of the British, and two need to be on
the side of the patriots. No matter what is said by the audience, the
panelists must stick to their loyalties (British or patriot). On either side of
the table will be two empty chairs.
Explain to the students that the panelists are the only people who are
allowed to talk whenever they want to. In order for the audience to talk,
they must go sit in one of the empty chairs along side the long table. When
they sit in one of the chairs, proper protocol dictates that they may make
one statement only and then they must leave the chair vacant for the next
person who would like to say something. Remember that a panelist may
respond by agreeing, disagreeing or going into depth. It doesn't matter; it's
their choice. If a person wants to say something in response to what an
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audience member or panel member says, they may immediately sit down in
one of the empty chairs, or, if the chairs aren't empty, they may make a line
on the side of the room next to the used chair to await their turn. Allow
this to go on as long as the teacher sees the discussion as healthy. If there
seems to be a break in the discussion, the teacher may participate to get
the conversation going again.
Day Nine
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will figure out what is the problem of their novel.
Objective 3: Students will figure out what was the problem of the American
Revolution.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.2, 2.2, 3.2

1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4,

1.1, 1.2

2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2,

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.2

4.3
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
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Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter six
Sarah Bishop read chapters twelve and thirteen
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter six
Task: Write a sentence containing the problem of the novel you're reading
at the bottom of a white piece of index paper. Also, you are to draw a
picture of the problem. On the back of the index paper, write the problem
of the American Revolution, as you perceive it, in one complete sentence.
Going back to Freedom's Fire, discuss as a class, the problem of that
novel. The problem might be how Sarah will be able to marry Robert if his
family is staunch loyalists and hers are patriots. Then ask the students how
you might draw that problem. Explain that they will be doing to same thing
in their task. Before completing their tasks, the students will get into their
literature groups to discuss comments/questions.
Day Ten
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
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Objective 2: Students will tell, through writing, how their main character is
handling the changes in their life since the American Revolution began.
Objective 3: Students will listen to the teacher lecture about the battle at
Lexington/ Concord.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.2, 2.2, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1,

3.2

3.2, 3.3
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.

Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter seven
Sarah Bishop read chapters fourteen and fifteen
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter seven
Task: How do you think your main character is handling the changes brought
about in their life during the American Revolution? Justify your answer.
Again, model what the teacher wants by using the read aloud,
Freedom's Fire. Pick one of the characters and ask the students how the
American Revolution has affected their life. Make them justify their
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answer. Take more than one answer to model that more than one answer
could possibly be correct as long as justification is given.
Have the students take out the notes that they have been keeping.
Ask them to retell what happened during the Boston Tea Party. Again, when
students have completed their retell, tell the story again briefly. Begin the
telling of the battle at Lexington/Concord. The British were getting fed up
with the patriots. They had heard that the patriots were hiding supplies at
Concord so they decided to seize them, along with any patriot leaders they
came across. The patriots heard about their plan. This was when the
famous "Paul Revere's Ride" took place, warning the people that the "British
are coming!". The patriots saw them coming outside of Lexington. They
spread out so that it would look as if they had more men to fight. They had
only approximately 70 men, whereas the British had about 2,000 men. In
Concord, the patriots had moved their supplies so that the British could not
seize them. Back in Lexington, Minutemen stopped the British. A shot was
fired, but no one to this day knows whether it was the British or patriots
that fired the shot. It is known as "the shot heard 'round the world". The
British marched on to Concord but were forced out by the patriot troops
there. This battle was the first in the Revolutionary War.
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At this point in the lecture the teacher can point out that the way the
British and patriots fought were quite different. The British fought in a
gentlemanly European style where the soldiers remained in lines throughout
the battle. The first row would go down on bent knee and fire. When they
were done, they would go to the back of the lines so that the next row could
fire. The patriots, however, did bush fighting. That meant that they hid
behind whatever they could find (i.e. walls, fences, trees, bushes, etc ... ) and
shot from there.
Students will put away their notes and proceed onto their literature
group discussions and tasks.
Day Eleven
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will write a diary entry as if they are the main
characters in the novel they are reading.
Objective 3: Students will get into small groups, with members being from
the other literature novel groups, and share about their books and how their
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characters are handling the events happening to them as a result of the
American Revolution.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

2.2, 2.3

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

3.2

2.3, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2,

4.3

3.3, 4.2, 4.3
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.

Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapters eight and nine
Sarah Bishop read chapters sixteen and seventeen
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapters eight and nine
Task: Make a diary entry that your character would write about the events
that have been happening to them as a result of the revolution or war.
To prepare for this lesson, take time to create a one-page diary entry
that one of the characters in the read aloud might have written. Be sure to
include thoughts and feelings, along with specific accounts of what has
happened to the character (see Appendix).
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After you have modeled the diary entry, put students into small
groups so that the groups have one to two members that is reading each
novel. An ideal group might consist of six people, two from each novel group.
They are to share the events of each of their books, including specific
events happening to their characters as a result of the revolution or war.
The teacher will walk around, taking part in discussions or just listening to
students share. All students need to participate. When all have finished
sharing, the students will proceed on to their reading tasks.
Day Twelve
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will look in their novels to see where events took
place. They will then find the location of events on a map that they have
created.
Objective 3: Students will share on their reading task sheet an insight that
they have gained through their reading from the week.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

2.2, 2.3

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1,

3.2, 4.3

3.2, 3.3

Geography

1.1, 3.1
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter ten
Sarah Bishop read chapters eighteen and nineteen
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter ten
The teacher will pull down a map of the United States. Show students
in which states that most of the Revolutionary War took place. The war
took place mostly in the states of Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
The students are to look through their novels, picking out specific places
that events in the story took place. They are to record those places. On a
separate piece of paper, they are to outline the states where those events
took place, and record the specific places with in the states on the map they
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drew. Finally, they are to draw a dotted line around the area that is within
all the places that were recorded so that the reader had a good idea of the
area in which the character was involved. This activity could be done with
partners. It is one of the more difficult tasks because it involves paying
close attention to details and a lot of skimming (see Appendix).
Prior to allowing students to begin, remind them that since it is their
last reading task of the week, they need to write about an insight they've
gained through their reading, the read aloud, the movie, the panel discussion
or lecture about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War. Have the
students hand in their reading tasks and literature log when they finish the
days tasks. After any questions have been answered, students may begin
their reading tasks.
Day Thirteen
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will prepare to conduct an interview with their main
character by writing five questions that they would ask their main character
if given the chance.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 2.2, 2.3

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

3.2

2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

4.3
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter eleven
Sarah Bishop read chapters twenty and twenty-one
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter eleven
Task: Think of five questions that, given the opportunity, you would ask your
main character. Record the questions on the task sheet.
Students will be asked to come up with five questions that they would
ask the main character in their novel. Point out that a good interviewer
never asks questions that could be responded with a "yes" or "no" answer
only. Think of a famous person that you think the students could identify
with. Have them brainstorm with you some questions that they would ask
the person if he/she were in the room with the students. If they ask a
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"yes" or "no" question, help them to turn the question around so that more of
a complete answer might be received.
When you have completed the brainstorming of questions, have the
students get into their literature groups to discuss the previously read
chapter. When they are done with groups, encourage students to get right
to the reading tasks.
Day Fourteen
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will put themselves into the role of the main
character and answer two questions that one of their classmates wrote.
Objective 3: Students will listen as the teacher explains about the Battle at
Bunker Hill.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.2, 2.2, 2.3

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

3.2

2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

4.3
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The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter twelve
Sarah Bishop read chapters twenty-two and twenty-three
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter twelve
Task: Answer three of the questions that one of your group members wrote,
as though you are the main character. The answers need to be complete. No
one word answers!
Let students know that they will be putting themselves into their
character, somewhat like they did when they wrote their diary page. They
will need to get with a partner from their same literature group. They will
choose two of their questions to ask the partner, recording the questions as
well as their response on the reading task sheet.
After that clarification, have students take out their notes. Ask for
volunteers to help retell the Battle at Lexington/Concord. Then share with
the students about the Battle of Bunker Hill. Patriots were sent to take
Bunker Hill, which overlooked a major seaport. Instead they took over
Breed's Hill, located next to Bunker Hill, because it was closer to Boston.
The militiamen built a trench, but were told by the leaders "don't fire until
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you see the whites of their eyes!" They were told this because their
ammunition was low. The patriots fired as the British came close, but the
Patriots ran out of ammunition, which forced them to retreat. The British
won the battle, but the Americans considered it a victory because half of
the British army was killed or injured. Also, it was two days prior to this
battle that General George Washington was named as the Commander-inChief of the Continental (Patriot) Army.
When the lecture is finished, and questions have been answered, have
the students proceed onto their reading tasks.
Day Fifteen
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
Objective 2: Students will explain some conflict that your main character
has had in the story.
Objective 3: The students will listen as the teacher discusses the signing of
the Declaration of Independence.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 2.1,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 3.2

2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1,

2.2, 3.1

3.2, 3.3, 4.3

3.2, 3.3, 4.2

Civics
1.1, 1.2
The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter thirteen
Sarah Bishop read chapters twenty-four and twenty-five
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter thirteen
Task: Explain some conflict that your main character has had in the story.
Discuss how in life we sometimes have conflict within ourselves or
with others. Share a conflict from your own life that the students can
relate to. Maybe it would be one within yourself, a co-worker, or a student.
After that, talk about various conflicts that have gone on in the read aloud
story. Try to come up with a person versus person conflict and a person
versus self-conflict that happened in the story to use as an example.
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Have the students then take out their notes. Ask for volunteers to
tell all they remember about the Battle of Bunker Hill. When the students
have completed the retelling, share with them what happened a little less
than a month after that battle. Members of Congress decided to let King
George III know, in an official document, that America was displeased at
how he had treated them. Thomas Jefferson was asked to write the
document, which was signed on July 4, 1776. It mostly stated specific ways
in which the king had treated America wrongly. It also declared America's
wish to be independent from British rule. It is an incredibly famous
document signed by many important men who believed strongly in the
"Patriot cause". Remind students that the signing of the Declaration of
Independence is why we celebrate July 4th every year.
After any questions or clarifications have been made, have the
students complete their reading tasks.
Day Sixteen
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
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Objective 2: As the students read, they will locate a paragraph where the
author has used imagery to bring the text to life.
Objective 3: Students will write about an insight that they have gained
about the American Revolution/Revolutionary War.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2,

1.1, 2.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

3.2

2.3, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2,

3.2, 4.3

3.3, 4.2

The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder read chapter fourteen (they will finish the book)
Sarah Bishop read chapters twenty-six, twenty-seven and twenty-eight
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter fourteen
Task: Locate a paragraph where the author has effectively used imagery.
Write the paragraph down and then write about the picture it brought to
your mind.
Ahead of time, pick out one or two paragraphs in the read aloud book
where the words put a definite picture in your mind (see Appendix). This is
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what is referred to as imagery. Read the selected passages one at a time to
the students. Ask students what they see in their head as the first passage
is read aloud. Read the second passage. Again, ask students to share what
they see in their head when you read it aloud. Tell students that imagery is
what the author uses to make sure you have a movie in your head about what
you read. That's what they are to look for in their reading. They are to
write the passage down on their reading task sheet and in one or two
sentences write what they "see" in their mind after reading the author's
words.
After any questions or clarifications have been made, have the
students complete their reading tasks. Don't forget to remind them to write
about an insight they've gained during the week about the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War. The students will hand in their papers when
they are completed with the day's tasks.
Day Seventeen
Objective 1: Students will discuss, in literature groups, what happened in
their novels the previous day. They will share the thoughts and/or questions
that they wrote in their literature log.
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Objective 2: Students will begin to make a life map of different characters
based on the assignments written below.
Objective 3: The students will listen to the teacher share briefly about the
Battle at Trenton, Saratoga and the winter at Valley Forge.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 2.1, 2.2,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 3.2

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

2.3, 3.3

3.2, 4.3

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1,
4.2,4.3

The teacher will share with the students their tasks for the day.
Discuss questions/thoughts from literature logs with one another.
Early Thunder (see new assignment)
Sarah Bishop read chapters twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-one and thirty-two
Riddle of Penncroft Farm read chapter fifteen
For the next two days, the students from the Sarah Bishop literature
group will read and discuss only. They are very close to being finished with
their novel, while the other two groups are ahead of them by a day.
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Prior to students beginning their assignments for the day, have them
take out their notes. Have them retell the pertinent facts about the signing
of the Declaration of Independence. Then share with them how General
George Washington crossed the icy Delaware River to lead a surprise attack
on the British soldiers and Hessians who happened to be sleeping as a result
of their partying on Christmas night. They had underestimated the patriots
and their dedication to their fight for independence.
A major turning point during the war was when General Benedict
Arnold caused the British to surrender in Saratoga, New York. It was the
victory of this battle that made the French help us fight against the British.
The Battle at Saratoga took place in October 1777. In December of
that same year, the patriot troops were feeling a horrible winter at Valley
Forge. The men did not have enough food, blankets, and their spirits were at
an incredible low. Many men died of disease and it is most likely a miracle
that so many men stayed to help fight. This horrible winter proved, once
again, to the British that the men of America had a cause that they felt was
worth dying for. General Washington did his very best to cheer the men and
encourage them to continue fighting the worthwhile fight that they were in.
Answer any questions that the students might have, but also let them know
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that they will be hearing more about these battles during the projects that
they will be assigned to in the next few days.
The Early Thunder group is finished with their novel, whereas the
Riddle of Penncroft Farm group has one more day to read. All groups will
create a life map based on different characters.
The teacher wi II be with the students from the Early Thunder group.
The teacher will read aloud a picture biography book aloud to the group
entitled A Picture Book Biography of George Washington by James Cross
Giblin. The teacher will first read it aloud to the group. The students may
.chime in with questions or comments throughout the reading of the book. As
a group, they will then be asked to brainstorm together the most important
events in that person's life. They will record these events on a scratch piece
of paper. They will then draw a life map, having students pick one or two
events to illustrate and place on the life map (in chronological order).
When the Riddle of Penncroft farm is done with their novel. They will
be doing a life map of Thomas Jefferson. The book the teacher will read
aloud to them is A Picture Book Biography of Thomas Jefferson by James
Cross Giblin. That group will, too, follow the same plan as the other group in
terms of what is expected of them.
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Finally, when the Sarah Bishop group is completed with their reading,
they will create a life map of Sarah Bishop, the main character of their
novel. It will be interesting for the students to compare/contrast through
discussion of the lives of the two important men in history with a girl whose
life was so very different from theirs.
Days Eighteen and Nineteen
Objective 1: Students will complete the life maps they were assigned and
share them with the other groups.
Objective 2: The students will listen as the teacher lectures briefly about
the final battle in the war, the Battle at Yorktown.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 2.1, 2.2,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 3.2

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

2.3, 3.3

3.2, 4.3

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1,
4.2,4.3

The teacher needs to give the students plenty of time to complete
the life maps. They will need to be able to present to the other two groups
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on day nineteen. Have them share events from the life maps in the order
that they appear, with all group members participating.
On day eighteen, have students get with a partner and go through
their notes with that partner, retelling all of the events that have been
covered so far. Set the timer for fifteen minutes, allowing them plenty of
time to complete the task. Then have the students tell you what they
remember about the Battle at Trenton, Saratoga and the winter at Valley
Forge. Students will then write down the date October 19, 1781. Have the
students look to the first date that they had written of the first battle
(Battle at Lexington/Concord on April 19, 1775). Ask the students how many
years the war took from the beginning to the end (six years). Students will
find out more about the Battle at Yorktown during the projects, but what
they need to know is that the British surrendered at Yorktown to General
Washington, and that's when the "war" ended. Even after the war was over,
there were still many obstacles to overcome before Americans were
satisfied.
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Day Twenty
Objective 1: Students will participate in making a Revolutionary War ABC
book. They will need to choose a letter, create a sentence and picture while
staying with the theme of "The American Revolution/Revolutionary War".
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1,

3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 4.1,

3.2, 3.3, 4.2

4.2
Begin the morning by reading aloud a few pages of several ABC books.
Discuss with the students how there are several ways to create an ABC
book. Some authors use themes, pictures only, words, etc ... Tell the
students that they are going to make an ABC book around the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War theme. They are going to get to pick a letter
and brainstorm with their group possible words that could somehow connect
to the American Revolution/Revolutionary War theme. Students may draw a
letter or pick it, whatever method the teacher deems best. In their groups,
the students will brainstorm words that would fit with the letters they've
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picked or drawn. The students will then use that word in a sentence. They
will then have the teacher check the sentence. If it is correctly used, and
has no errors, the student may go back to a computer and type the sentence.
While students are typing the sentences, the other students may
work on an illustration that goes with the sentence. There needs to be a lot
of details in the picture so that the reader can tell right away what the
word means, even if they were not to be familiar with the vocabulary word
used.
When all of the sentences have been typed, the teacher will print out
the sentences and have the students cut up the sentences. The students
will then glue the sentences to their page. The students will pair up with
another student and glue their pages together (for example, A student will
be with B student, C student will be with D student, E student will be with F
student, and so on ...). The teacher will then laminate the pages, and bind
them into a book. Remember to have one student make a cover page. Let
students share the book with family members. The teacher will read aloud
the book to the class when it is complete.
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Day Twenty-one through Twenty-five
Objective: Students will work in small groups on projects. In the projects
they will have to find out information about a subject, create a threedimensional visual, write a bibliography of the sources that they use and
prepare a presentation.
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 2.1,

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,

2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

2.2, 2.3

3.2, 4.1, 4.3

3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 4.2

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1

Geography

4.2,4.3

1.1
The teacher will begin by writing the subject choices up on the white
board. The choices included the following: Boston Massacre, Boston Tea
Party, Battle of Lexington/Concord, Battle at Bunker Hill, Battle at
Saratoga, Battle at Trenton/Crossing the Delaware, and Battle at Yorktown.
The students will be given the expectations of the project. They will
need to find information in five sources (only two of the sources may be
from the Internet). They must take those sources and write a bibliography
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in A.P.A. format. They will make a three-dimensional visual so that as they
present, the audience will have something that shows what they are talking
about. They will also need to have organized notes with who in their group is
going to say what.
The students' grade on this project will be based on how the teacher
sees their participation, how their group partners see their effort in
participation, their visual, their presentation and their bibliography. The
project will be worth thirty-five points. The evaluation sheets and the
student's Group Evaluation form are found in the Appendix.
The teacher will have the students use two of the five days on finding
information, taking notes and writing the bibliography. This would also be
the best time for the groups to organize the presentations, and what
speaking responsibilities that each person will have.
For the third and fourth day the teacher needs to have the following
supplies available:
Thick poster board
Various colors of tempera paint
Toothpicks
Different colors of clay
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Cotton bal Is
Glue
Construction paper (many colors of)
Masking tape
Scotch tape
Plastic army men (optional)
The students will use the thick poster board as a base to create their threedimensional visual. It must portray their topic. Prior to creating the visual,
make sure that each group has a plan so they are not starting without an
idea of where to start. Use the computer to type out a label for each group
so that they may glue their topic to the corner of their project. On the
fourth day, the students should be finished with their visual. They should
be practicing their presentation, using the visual. The teacher might need to
allow more time than usual for this week's worth of project time.
On the fifth day, the students will present their projects. After the
presentations, allow the other students to say a positive comment about the
presentation. Do not allow them to say only "I liked it." Make the students
be specific about what aspect of the project that they liked. For instance,
they could like the details of the presenters' visual, the organization of the
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entire layout of the presentation, or the clarification of what was said
during the presentation. Maybe the group of presenters shared something
with the class that they didn't previously know. Some of the topics were
covered briefly so that the students could go more in depth during the
presentations.
After all of the groups have presented, have them rate each other on
how much they feel each of their group mates participated. This gives more
points to those who stayed "on task" during the entire project, and allows
less points for those students who were "off task" most of the time during
the project. The teacher can average the points for their cumulative grade
(see Appendix for Participation Rating Form).
When the presentations are complete, remind students that they will
have a culminating test the following day. Have the students get with
partners and talk about all that they learned about the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War. Finally, the teacher will go over the main
points that are on the final assessment (test) with the students.
Day Twenty-six
Objective 1: Students will complete a test on the American
Revolution/Revolutionary Way.
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

1.2, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4

History

Have students slide their desks away from one another. They may ask
the teacher a question only during the test. There should be no talking
allowed during the test. When students are finished, have them hand in
their test and read quietly until all students have completed their test.
Day Twenty-seven
Objective 1: Students will help the teacher complete the "L" (what they
Learned) on the "KWL" chart.
Objective 2: students will watch the film "Revolution" starring Al Pacino and
compare/contrast it to Walt Disney's "Johnny Tremain".
Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements:
Reading

Writing

Communication

History

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1,

1.1, 1.2, 2.2,

2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,

2.3

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.2
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The teacher will have the students refer to the "KWL" chart began on
the first day. The students will help the teacher to read what was written
on the "K" and "W" columns. The teacher will then have the students add
what they learned in the column "L". Write all of the comments that the
students say. Congratulate the students for having learned so much.
Tell the students that as a culmination of their learning, they get to
watch a movie based on the revolution. Let them know that it is very
different to Walt Disney's "Johnny Tremain". There is a little bad language.
The teacher will need to preview it. The word bastard and whore are in the
movie. The part where the man says whore can be muted, but the word
bastard is dispersed throughout (at least ten times). The teacher could
explain to the students that it was considered a very bad word because it
questioned someone's heritage, which was more important than just about
anything else in those days.
The film shows the struggle of a man who is forced to become a
patriot to save his son. He does not believe in the war at first. He faces
many trials and tribulations and he slowly becomes a true patriot as he faces
the many events that happen to him. The film depicts the British way of
fighting to the bush fighting that the patriots used. Both the story line and
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acting are good. There are some interesting scenes that show the British
officers dressed up fancily, with powdered wigs and cheek color that the
students could find interesting.
When the film is done, verbally ask the students to compare/contrast
it with the Disney film they saw a few weeks ago. Ask the students which
film they thought was more life like (I guarantee it will be "Revolution"!).
Ask the students if they have any questions. Thank them for being such
great participants in their own learning.
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Appendix

Mr literature Group Study Recor~
NAME: _ __
Date

Brought Prepared for
BookD Discussion D
Comment/Question:

Participated
in Discussion D

Date

Brought Prepared for
BookD Discussion D
Comment/Question:

Participated
in Discussion D

Brought Prepared for
BookD Discussion D
Comment/Question:

Participated
in DiscussionD

Brought Prepared for
Book D Discussion D
Comment/Question:

Participated
in Discussion D

Date

Date

Task Sheet
Chapter(s): _ _ __
Task:

Date:

-----

-----------------------

Chapter(s): _ _ __
Task:

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

-----

-----------------------

What new facts or insights have you gained about the American
Revolution this week?

-----------------

Task Sheet
Chapter(s): _ _ __
Task:

Date:

----

------------------

Chapter(s): _ _ __
Task:

NAME, _ _

Date: - - - -

------------------

LI

ric for Task Shee

2

Answer is
written
in a
complete
sentence.

Student
thoroughly
justifies the
answer if task
calls for it.

Answer
reflects a
complete
understanding
of the task.

1

Answer may or
may not be
written in a
complete
sentence.

Student
does not
justify the
answer.

Answer
reflects some
understanding
of the task.

0

Answer is not
written in a
complete
sentence, or
there is no
answer

Student
does not
justify the
answer.

Answer reflects
very little or no
understanding
of the task.

Task Sheet
NAME: _ _ _ __ __

Chapter(s): _ _ __
Task:

Date: _ __

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1.

2.

3.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:_
· _ _ _ _ __

JoshtuL 's (a,,n,i,l!I Lived close io Phila,delphilL.
He ioo/e, ITUBBfL,'f•B from Phila,delphitL io
Bosion a,nd, ends "'P heiween LexitL5ion a,n,d,
Concord, where ihe firsi ha,iile ia,/e,u pla,ce.

Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

T tLrtL Affl,,ol t.r
DitLr!J

Ch"-pi•r 6

D•a,r Dia,r!J,

I co 1Llt:ln//; h•li•v• /1o /;h,•r a,/; ch1Lrch iot:la,!I / Sh.
r•a,ll!I •m/,a,rra,ss•t:1 m. - in froni of /;h,• ma,n I lov•,
no L•ssl Afi•r Hr. Ha,!J•s' horin5 s•rmon a,/,olL/; wa,r,

I 50/; io

8N

Roh•r/; 01Lisit:le.

H. comm.ni•t:1 on m!I

honn•/; ( which t:lit:1 Loole 'ltLi/;e Lov•L!J on m.
a,dt:1!).
which

I mi5h/;

Roh•r/; wa,n/;•t:1 a, s•cr•/; mNiin5 a,/; si.1&,

I a,5r..t:l io - jlLs/; a,s his fa,/;h,•r h,a,t:l /;h,•

tL1Lda,cii!J io 8tL!J olLr fa,mil!J wa,s "fil/;h,".
/10/;h•r t:lit:1 no/; help ma,/;/;•rs /,!I ch,a,Llen5in5 him
io inslLL/; h•r, no/; h•hint:1 h•r /,a,c/e, /,IL/; io h•r fa,c•
ins/;•a,d.
/;h,• mor•.

H. t:leni•d ins1LL iin5 h•r, /,IL/; wa,s r1Ld• a,LL
Th•n a,f/;•r ma,n!I h,a,/;•flLL words, /10/;h•r

t:la,r.t:l io cha,LL•n5• his ma,nhoot:1.

S•cr•il!J

I a,5r..

wi/;h, h•r a,/,olL/; Roh•r/; 's fa,/;h,•r - /,IL/; do•sn '/; sh•

/;h,a,/; sh• is no/; h•Lpin5 ln!J ca,1Ls•.
mlLCh, mor• /;h,a,n II

Sh,. is s•Lfish, so

TtLrtL Affholiar
lmtL9•r!J
ptL9• I q 2

PtL5• I q 2 ''An5r!J swtLrms of hornets rose lilee clotLtls from
hoth wrecletL5es tLntl settle.ti their tLng•r on, the closest,
sw..test ttLrgets - th. eight intrtLtlers."

I ctLn, picttLre men, coveretl in, hrown, mtLple S!JrtLp
hein,5 tLtttLcleetl b!J the hornets. The!/ wotLltl he
scretLmin5 helplessl!J, not /en,owin,5 whtLt to tlo !

m~rican Revolution Researc~ ~ro'~~
Name:

-----------

Bibliography

•

5 sources

(5 points)

Presentation ·

•

3C> visual

(10 points)

•

Speaking
organization
clarity
voice

(5 points)

Participation
•
•

Peer-rated
(help, on-task, etc)
(5 points)
Teacher-rated
(what I see, equal in presentation)
(5 points)

Neatly written notes and speaking
•

Plan

(5 points)
+

(35 points possible)

.
·
t·,on Rat·ng
Form
a
1c1pa
I
Prt

Name: _ __

Please rate how well you think your classmate participated in the research project:

5

4

3

2

(No help at alll)

(Some)

(A lotl)

.
·
t·
R
t·ng
Form
art1c1pa ,on aI

P

1

Name:_
:
- - -

Please rate how well you think your classmate participated in the research project:

5

4

(A lotl)

3

2

(No help at alll)

(Some)

.
·
t·,on Rat·ng
Form
a
1c1pa
I
Prt

1

Name: _ __

Please rate how well you think your classmate participated in the research project:

5
(A lotl)

4

3
(Some)

2

1
(No help at alll)

Name:

----------

American Revolution
1. Write about one of the reasons why the American Revolution began.

2. Choose one of the two topics below to write about. Tell all that you
know about them. Include many details to support your ideas.
Choose either:
The Boston Massacre or The Boston Tea Party.

3. The Revolutionary War began in the year
with the battle at
Lexington/Concord. This battle is known for the ..shot heard 'round the
world". Write what you know about the battle.

4. What do you know about the Battle of Bunker Hill? Why did the leaders
tell the men not to shoot until they saw the whites of their eyes?

5. The final battle of the Revolutionary War occurred at Yorktown. What
year did the battle finally end?

6. Pick one of the following people and write as to why they were important
in the American Revolution: George Washington, Samuel Adams, Paul
Revere, or John Hancock. Remember to include a lot of details ......... .

7. How was the British way of fighting different from the Americans?

8. What is the Declaration of Independence, and when was is it signed?
Include the day, month and what year.

E. C. Write anything else that you'd like to share that you learned about
while studying the American Revolution or the Revolutionary War.

®

Name: _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __

American Revolution
1. Write about one of the reasons why the American Revolution began.
On.• of ilr.• Na.son.s ilr.a.i /;I,.• Am.erica.n. R•voL11,/;ion. h99a-n. wa.s ih.a-i /;I,.• Kin.9 of
En.9La.n.J. wa-s pla-cin.9 ma.n.9 ia-1&u on. /;I,.• coLon.iu. An.oil,,•r is /;l,,a-/; /;I,.• coLon.isis w•,..
11,pui h9ea-11,u ilr.•9 h.a.J, n.o ,..pru•n.ia-iion. in. /;I,.• Briiisl,, Pa-rLia.m.en.i.

2. Choose one of the two topics below to write about. Tell all that you know
about them. Include many details to support your ideas.
Choose either:
The Boston Massacre or The Boston Tea Party.
Bosion. Ha-ssa.cn: Tlr.. Bosion. Ha-ssa.cr• wa.s r.a.LL9 a- la.r9• rioi. Briiisl,, 911,a.rls
w•n 911,a-rlin.9 /;I,.• l,,011,u lr.oLd.in.9 /;I,.• ia.i&•s. Tlr.•9 lr.a-J, ic• a.n.l rocle.s ilr.rown. a./; ilr.•m
h9 some ho9s. Tlr.•n wa.s a. sc11,ffL• a.n.J, a. sh.o/; w•n.i off in.io ih• crowd.. Fiv• p•opl•
w•r• le.ilL.l, in.cL11,J.in.9 Crisp11,s A/;/;11,c/e.s, ik• firsi hLa-cle. Am•rica.n. R•vol11,/;ion.a.r9 hero.
Bosion. Tea. Pa,r/;9: Ha.n.9 pa-iriois lu:id.ed. ihe9 wo11,ld, proiesi ilr.e l:a-1& on. l:ea- b!J
hoa.rlin.9 /;I,.• ship /;l,.a,/; ca.rrul /;I,,• i•a- a.n.d. d.11,mpin.9 a.LL th. i•a. in.to l:lr.e Bosion.
Ha,rhor. Tlr.e E J& -pa. iriois lrus.l a,s Ho/r.a,w/e I n.d.ia.n.s io d.is911,ise ihemselves. Tlr.e9
cL.a.n..l 11,p l:lr.e ship b•fo,.. ih.e9 Lefi.

3. The Revolutionary War began in the year / 7 7 5 with the battle at
Lexington/Concord. This battle is known for the "shot heard 'round the
world". Write what you know about the battle.
Tlr.e ha-ttl. occ11,rnl n.ea.r a. hrid.9•. TJ,,e Briiislr. wen ma.rclr.in.9 iowa.rl Con.corl
h.ca.11,se /;Ir.a./; 's when /;l,,e9 Ir.ea.rd. ilr.a. i il,,e Pa. irio is ha.J, lr.id.len. ei&ira. s11,ppliu, a.s w•ll
a,s some of ilr.e pa.irioi Lea.ti.era. Th.er• wa.s a. sia.n.d.off, wiih a.ho11,i I, 000 Briiislr.
a.n.l on.l9 7 5 Am.erica.n.s. A sl,,oi wa-s fir.J, (n.o on.• le.n.ows wl,,o fir.J, firsi, ii,,• Briiislr.
or Am.erica.n.sJ. Tl,,is ha-iile wa.s il,,e firsi of il,,e R•vol11,iion.a.r9 Wa-r.

4. What do you know about the Battle of Bunker Hill? Why did the leaders
tell the men not to shoot until they saw the whites of their eyes?
Tlr.e ha- iile of 811,n./e.er HilL a.ci11,a-ll9 ioole. pla-c• on. il,,e n.•i&i Ir.ill, Bn.l 's Gill.
Tlr.e pa,iriois d,11,9 tL inn.ch a-ro11,n.J, Br..l 's Hill. Tlr.e9 we,.. iold. n.oi io fi,.. 11,n.iil ilr.e
"sa.w ilr.e sl,,iiu of /;l,,eir •!J"" h.ca.11,u /;J,,•9 wen olow on. a.mm.11,n.iiion., so ilr.•9 wa.n.i.l
io ma.le.• s11,,.. •v•r9 sh.a/; co11,n./;.l. Tlr.e pa.iriois d.id.n. '/; win., h11,i ike9 con.sil•r.l ii a.
vicior9 h.ca.11,u of il,,e n.11,mh•r of Briiish. wl,,o wen le.ill.l.

5. The final battle of the Revolutionary War occurred at Yorktown. What
year did the battle finally end?
/78 I

6. Pick one of the following people and write as to why they were important
in the American Revolution: George Washington, Samuel Adams, Paul
Revere, or John Hancock. Remember to include a lot of details ......... .
Geor9• - G•n.•ra,L i.n. W a,r, first pr.ai.t:l•n. t
Sa,m. - L~tl•r of Boston. T~ Pa,rt9, Son. of Li.h•rt9
Pa,tLL - Wa,rn..tL of Bri.ti.sl,. h•fo,.. 80,ttL. of L. IC.
Joh.n. H - h.~vi.L9 in.to politics, v•r9 ri.cl,.

7. How was the British way of fighting different from the Americans?
Tl,.. Bri.ti.sl,. UltL!J of fi.9h.ti.n.9 wa,s tL;.ff.,..n.t tl,.a,r,, ti,.. Am..ri.ca,n. UltL!J h.ca,tLu th.•9
fo1L9l,.t i.n. or90,n.i.z.tl Li.n.u wl,.i.L• ti,.. Am..ri.ca,n.s ILH4 wh.a,t 's ca,LL.tL htLsl,. fi.9l,.ti.n.9.
8tLsh. f'9h.ti.n.9 i.s wh.•n. !JOIL ta,/u cov•r a,n.tl fi.91,.t sp,..a,tl otLt.

8. What is the Declaration of Independence, and when was is it signed?
Include the day, month and what year.
Th.. D.cla,ra, ti.on. of I n.tl•,-n.tl•n.c• i.s a. tloctLm..n. t tl,.a, t wa,s un. t to K..i.n.9 Geor9•
I I I t.Lli.n.9 I,.;.,,,_ tl,.a. t w• wa.n. t.tL to I,• i.n.tL.,-n.tl•n. t ( f,... ) from E n.9La,n.tl.
It wa.s si.9n..tL on. JtLL!J If. I 7 7 6 .

E. C. Write anything else that you'd like to share that you learned about
while studying the American Revolution or the Revolutionary War.
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Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The handbook was created so teachers could combine the teaching of
social studies and language arts. The combination would allow teachers to
effectively manage their time so they could fit in historical concepts as well as
literary concepts and comprehension. The handbook consisted of twenty-seven
days worth of activities, planned to take students through the beginning of the
American Revolution through to the end of the Revolutionary War. The
activities were divided into the following strands: literature, read aloud, lectures
and project.
The handbook was created for fifth grade teachers who teach in the
Ellensburg School District. The handbook could be utilized by any teacher who
teaches the American Revolution/Revolutionary War or any other social studies
themes, as long as the teacher had a similar philosophy. Each lesson lasted
approximately one hour. Included in the handbook were ways to assess
students' growth.
Conclusions
The goals of the researcher were achieved through the lessons in the
handbook, which was obvious through the pre and posttest assessments that the
researcher gave. Students gained much knowledge about historical concepts,
and used higher-level comprehension skills to understand content in the lectures
and novels. During the projects, students were very actively engaged in
learning. They became "experts" on their topics, eager to share with the class all
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that they had learned. Students enjoyed the novels and came to "know" the
characters in their books as well as the characters in the books that the researcher
read aloud.
Recommendations
1. The researcher would suggest switching the one of the novels that

were read aloud with one that the students could choose from to read.
Early Thunder by Jean Fritz was read in literature groups, but was
difficult to understand because of the content. Freedom's Fire by J.P.
Trent was easier to follow, but had definite interactions throughout it
regarding the Revolutionary Was. The researcher suggests to read
aloud Early Thunder, and use Freedom's Fire as one of the novels the
students select to read, discuss and complete reading tasks with. That
way, the teacher can explain the many revolutionary "happenings",
which will provide more knowledge to the students.
2. The teacher needs to become very familiar with the topic of the
American Revolution/Revolutionary War. The teacher needs to read
books, both nonfiction and the literature books used, to gain
information. As it was, the researcher stayed about two steps ahead of
the students. Of course, each year it is taught will make the teaching
easier.
3. The teacher needs to continue to brainstorm with colleagues as to how
best use novels to teach both literary and content concepts. The
researcher thought that the daily group discussions were ways that the
students solidified their learning. The group discussions also enabled
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students to have their questions answered, with reason to back up
their thoughts.
4. The researcher feels that the teacher should keep up on new novels
that are written on the topic of the American
Revolution/Revolutionary War so that the teacher would have the
option of introducing new characters and novels to students as read
alouds or possible books to use in the literature groups.
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